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Pic4: A sample of settlement with Veranda 

(Iwan) along the Karun’s edge. It goes up 

from the yard’s level to watch the river 

scenery. Right Picture, The plan of Marashy 

house and left Picture, A view of Marashy 

house as a viewer of river. The edge of Gargar 

River, Shushtar, Khuzestan,

 Source from right to left: www.shushtarchtb.

ir and www.panoramio.com

 www.shushtarchtb.ir

www.panoramio.com
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Pic2: Introversion, the behavior of 

residential architecture in Shushtar- The 

sample plans of Introverted houses-

Doroghy, Rezvan and Aminzadeh houses, 

Shushtar,Khuzestan,

Source: www.shushtarchtb.ir

 www.shushtarchtb.ir

Pic3: A sample of settlement with Veranda (Iwan) 

along the Karun’s edge. Right Pic,The plan of 

Mostofy house and left Pic, A view from the Iwan 

toward river scenery, The edge of Shotayt river, 

Shushtar, Khuzestan, Source: www.shushtarchtb.ir

 www.shushtarchtb.ir
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Pic1: Karun presence in Shushtar; The 

factor for sense of belonging creation 

among residents,

 Source: http://shushtarnama.blogfa.com

Pic5: Relation between Kat and 

the river scenery- A sample of 

plan and section Sketch of kat,

Source: Author. 
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effective on residence creation. This concentrate comes from resident necessity to water. 

Water had been a holy element and essential for purity in the Zoroastrians and Moslems 

thoughts. Sometimes Iranian concentrate to the water importance with gathering the 

residences around the water and sometimes with moving the water into the residences 

as it takes place in the central plateau. The city of Shushtar as a sample of residences 

collection has been continuing the living with forming between two branches of Karun. 

The water flow in this river city created different spaces. Belvedere is the answer of the 

Shushtar architecture to the river scenery and it is between private spaces and the Karun 

scenery as an intermediary. In this article hypothesis, inclination to residences architecture 

extroversion with do attention to the Karun scenery is considered. Comparison the 

residential samples in river edge with similar samples in historical area of Shushtar, shows 

the extraversion of the river edge samples. Therefore, the effect of natural scenery on 

location and formation of Shushtar residential architecture is so important. The view 

of Karun has formed new spaces such as “Veranda” (Iwan) and “Kat” as a belvedere in 

introverted residential architecture and it takes the living spaces construct to extroversion.
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